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Superconducting Curved Canted-Cosine-Theta (CCT) 

for the HIE-ISOLDE Recoil Separator Ring at CERN

G. Kirby, V. Rodin, O. Kirby, A. Foussat J. Resta-Lopez, I. Martel, C. Welsch.

The ISOLDE facility at CERN delivers the largest range of low-energy
radioactive beams, exploited by several detector systems to
investigate nuclear properties from the stable isotopes to the very
exotic systems close to the neutron or proton drip lines. These
studies can largely benefit from the use of a high-resolution
fragment separator. To achieve this goal, an innovative
spectrometer based on a compact superconducting (SC) ring, the
Isolde Superconducting Recoil Separator (ISRS), is being studied. The
ring will operate as an isochronous non-scaling fixed-field
alternating-gradient (FFAG) system based on Canted-Cosine-Theta
(CCT) magnets. These multifunction magnets have two alternating-
gradient quadrupoles nested inside an outer dipole. According to
preliminary beam dynamics studies, the dipole will need to generate
a maximum field of 2.2 T. A maximum quadrupole gradient of
approximately 14 T/m will guarantee orbit stability for heavy ions
with a maximum kinetic energy of 10 MeV/u. Fine tuning of the CCT
magnets and the FFAG optics will provide very large solid angles >
100 msr and momentum acceptances Δp/p > 20%.
In this paper we present, the magnet designs and their 
optimisation.  A cost-effective active stray field superconducting coil 
shield design has been introduced to be able to remove 
approximate 4000 kg of iron yoke and the complexity of building a 
tightly curved yoke. 

This key element is used to transport the 70 wires (or 10 cables) from the inner former to the outer former.

Abstract

Combined function 
dipole 2.2 T + 3 x 16T/m 
quadrupoles rotated by 
90 deg to each other 
and 45 deg from dipole 
,all in one coil with 1 m 
bend rad 200mm 
aperture .

Magnetic Field on Coils :
Full set of magnets powered at nominal currents.

Note: highly non uniform distribution, although the 
dipole is at 2.2T the addition of the 15 T/m 
quadrupole gradient in the large 200 mm aperture 
takes the max field on the conductor to ~ 4 T 

Combined function  Dipole + Quads 

24 insulated 
wires in 
channels

Main coil
Has two 
formers

3 Trim quadruples 
Independently powered 

200 mm aperture 

Beam dynamics working group have initially concluded that tracking 
will not use harmonics but field derivatives  from field maps.

80% short sample
Map over coil surfaces 

Trim quad former has only 1 coil former 
with two channels

Combined 
function  
Dipole + 
Quads
Field in bore

Active stray 
field shielding 

G10 curved 
tube 
formers

Trim coils 
Single former 
2 channels one 
deeper than the 
other .

Dilution at ends to 
reduce max field

Min wall thickness control
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Harmonics & integrals 

Cryostat concept 
Coil support

Trim coil field


